Enable third through fifth graders to
learn the basics of coding and visualize
themselves in STEM careers (Career
Pathways). Promote equity in your
classroom.
Teachers want to engage all their students,
including those who are currently
underrepresented in STEM. The Smart
Buddies™ solution was developed to change
the traditionally portrayed aspects of what
makes a scientist, programmer, or engineer
– among other STEM fields – in order to
enable more children to relate to and visualize
themselves in a STEM career. With a focus on
storytelling, this coding solution leverages
the Smart Buddies app where students are
first introduced to their buddies – different
role models who have interests in science,
engineering, and the arts. Students are then
exposed to the basics of block-based coding
by controlling the movements of their
characters on their Siggy robotic vehicles
in order to resolve a series of story-related
challenges.
NUMBER OF STUDENTS PER 4-PACK:
Optimal for 4-8 students
NUMBER OF LESSONS/PROJECTS: There
are seven 45-minute lessons along with
opportunities for extension activities woven
throughout. The curriculum pack also
features a career exploration section that
encourages students to research various STEM
occupations.
TARGET: Grades 3-5, ages 7-11
For more information visit:
Pitsco.com/SmartBuddies

“Smart Buddies is user friendly, achieved a very high level of engagement, and
was really powerful for us in that it made a direct connection to careers in STEM,
especially for girls who could really see themselves beyond the classroom walls.”
Laura Spence, K-12 specialist, Pinellas County, FL

WHAT’S INCLUDED WITH THE
SMART BUDDIES CLASSROOM PACKS
It is our mission to bridge the diversity gap in STEM and teach coding to
everyone, and every element of our program reinforces this. The Smart Buddies
coding program comes in a reusable storage box complete with:
• 4 programmable vehicles (Siggys), including rechargeable batteries,
charging components, and stands
• 4 Smart Buddies figures – You choose from our eight diverse characters
to suit your classroom demographics.
• Free Smart Buddies app
• 8 digital books, one featuring each buddy with versions for both Grades 3
and 5 (beginner and intermediate) reading levels
• Free download of seven-week curriculum and classroom presentation
materials

KEY LEARNING VALUES
• Define a problem with specific criteria
and constraints.
• Generate and compare multiple
solutions to the problem.
• Plan and carry out fair tests and
modify/improve upon your prototype
accordingly.
• Leverage technology in choosing,
achieving, and demonstrating
learning competencies.
• Use technology to identify and
solve problems and create useful or
imaginative solutions.
• Leverage technology to develop and
test solutions.
• Engage in collaborative discussions
with diverse partners to build on each
other’s ideas and to clearly express
your own thoughts.

CURRICULUM ALIGNMENT
The Smart Buddies lessons are aligned
with national curricula for students aged
7-11, including the Common Core State
Standards for English Language Arts and
Mathematics as well as ISTE standards for
Computer Science.

PRODUCT BENEFITS
• ENGAGING: Creates a playful,
collaborative environment where
students want to learn with one
another.

THE SMART BUDDIES
SOLUTION OVERVIEW
Highly Engaging – A recent pilot conducted
in 10 elementary schools with 200+ students
across the US showed high levels of
engagement with both girls and boys, with
teachers reporting that children opted to miss
recess to continue coding.

• CURRICULUM-SUPPORTED: Comes
with teacher’s guide and class
coding-based STEAM activities, career
exploration, and integrated reading.
• PROGRAMMING OPTIONS: Program
your Smart Buddy’s Siggy in three
ways with remote control, draw path,
and block-based modes. Start with
the basics and grow.

Interactive Storytelling – Combines
imaginative yet real-life storytelling with
coding and math-related subjects.
STEM to Other Classes – Can cover multiple
subjects and topics, such as English, science,
career exploration, and mathematics.

• INTEGRATED TUTORIALS: The 10 builtin tutorials give learners hints, tips,
and tricks for creating effective blockbased code.

Core Curriculum – Lesson plans are designed
to meet US national standards such as ISTE and
Common Core State Standards.

• E-BOOKS: Get to know each of the
Smart Buddies characters with
integrated e-books featuring reading
level options for both primary
(third grade) and intermediate (fifth
grade). Each book features a series of
discussion and reflection questions at
the end.

Equity Attract ALL students to coding –
Portrays groups traditionally underrepresented
in coding with a product designed especially
for them.
Social-Emotional Learning – Lessons include
opportunities for discussion, debate, and
reflection on important topics such as diversity,
gender differences, and conflict resolution.

• EASY START-UP: Simply open the app
and pair your device with the license
plate number found on your Siggy.

Additionally, these lessons teach
students important 21st-century and
social-emotional learning skills such as
problem-solving, critical thinking, conflict
resolution, and diversity awareness.

IF YOU CAN SEE IT,
YOU CAN BE IT!

Career Pathways: “If they can see it, they
can be it” – Career pathway connections in
the curriculum provide students with role
models who introduce them to numerous job
opportunities and encourage all students to
contribute to much-needed diversity in the
STEM workforce.
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